
Kayla Zadel 
Lifestyle ~ Fashion ~ Travel

KaylaZadel.com

Kay la Zade l i s a l i f e s ty l e 
correspondent and blogger that's 
known for providing appearances 
full of engaging content and 
innovative products regularly on 
the NBC affiliate in Nashville, 
Tennessee. Working in television 
is a passion of Kayla’s and it 
allows her to garner more 
exposure for your brand. She’s 
also the founder and creative 
director of KaylaZadel.com.
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About 
Kayla Zadel’s 

Blog

KaylaZadel.com is a go-to resource 
for her TV segments, as well as all 
things style, travel and more. She’s 
work with more than 85 brands, 
ranging from clothing brands to 
kitchen appliances, resorts to 
events and many more! A full list 
is available upon request. 
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Services Offered 
GIVEAWAY PACAKGE                $150 
host a giveaway to gain new followers 
A single blog post featuring my experience with your product (150+ words) 
Users must follow brand to enter the giveaway 
2 high resolution photos for your brand to use in future promotions 
2 dedicated Social Posts (Instagram, Facebook, Twitter) with brand tagged in caption and photo 
4 Instagram Story posts with brand tagged 

BRAND AMBASSADOR                $200 
build a long-term partnership to convert sales and grow audience 
A single blog post featuring my experience with your product (250+ words) 
Six month partnership with brand mentions spaced throughout 
5 high resolution photos for your brand to use in future promotions 
5 or more Social Posts (Instagram, Facebook, Twitter) with brand tagged in caption and photo 
7 or more Instagram Story posts with brand tagged 

ENDORSEMENT                 $100 
sponsor an endorsement to build brand awareness 
A single blog post featuring my experience with your product (100+ words) 
1 high resolution photo for your brand to use in future promotions 
1 dedicated Social Posts (Instagram, Facebook, Twitter) with brand tagged in caption and photo 
1 Instagram Story post with brand tagged 

*Customizable packages available, including a possible TV segment and/or YouTube video. 
**Options for “Link in Bio” features, sponsored posts, Newsletters, LIVE event broadcasting, reviews, etc. also available.  









    970-203-5146     kzadel@what-wire.com

Past Partnerships & Testimonials 

And more!


